COVER
Front: '4Cig. 7425 enters Wokingham, enroute to Waterloo. It is forty years
this month since electric services started running to Reading, and the
electrification is described on page 192 .
Rear: Mystery picture, see page 193:
Photographs by Bryan Rayner
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Union not very Pacific
One of British Rail's most pressing problems is industrial relations. There
were at least four strikes on the Southern during November, and more were

threatened. Elsewhere, the picture is no better.

In Scotland a technicians'

dispute is seriously holding up re-signalling work, and on the Eastern and London
Midland Regions class 56 locomotives work with too many people in the cab and
not enough wagons on the back.
It is easy to blame the trades unions in isolation for this state of affairs,
and the railway unions in particular can be guaranteed a bad press, as commuters
buy a large number of newspapers. However, it is the responsibility of a trades

union to further its members' interests, and at present the National Union of
Railwaymen and the Associated Society of Locomotive Engineers and Firemen
are doing just that. They want their members to receive as much money as
possible, and they want them all to keep their jobs. At one time these two
aims were incompatible; more money led to fewer jobs, but this no longer

applies now that it is so difficult and expensive to make workers redundant.
It is small wonder that the railway unions press for immediate improvements

in wages and conditions, with little apparent thought for the future, for over the
years railwaymen have been promised "jam tomorrow" in return for restraint and
redundancies today. Most years have seen a reduction in the number of railwaymen. What improvement has there been in the lot of Southern train crews and
station staff over the years? Some work with better trains, some do not.

Some

work in modern buildings, some do not. None have seen any particular advance
in pay and conditions that millions of other workers have not, and there is little
reward for working long and inconvenient hours. The "jam" has come, after a

fashion, but the gulf between motorman and airline pilot remains as wide as
ever (not, of course, that anyone expected it to close, but many hoped that the
gap would narrow).

It is easy for critics to hark back to the past, to "the good old days, when
service meant something". In the days when men could be sacked without
notice and without compensation service did indeed mean something - it was

the only form of job security. The men who went on strike in 1913 and 1926
risked job, pension, the lot. One day strikes now cost strikers little or nothing,
so it is hardly surprising that they are very much more prevalent. Further,
universal free education has broadened people's minds, and made them more
ready to question things, and in particular the conditions under which they live
and work.
Railway management's position is weakened by the government being the
real managers. The Chancellor of the Exchequer does not write the timetables,
but he does control the purse strings. Nobody in British Rail, not even the
Chairman, can give a 100% guarantee as to the financial position for any period
other than the immediate future. Governments change, policies change, under183

takings are cast aside, and long term plans hazarded in the interests of what is
financially expedient today. Is it to be wondered that the unions prefer hard cash
now, to undertakings for a better future?
Railway management is further weakened by the managers acting in their
own interests just as much as the men on the stations and on the footplate.
Those who are good enough are able to leave the railway, to much higher salaries
in the private sector.
Those who are left have to grapple with problems which are, to a certain
extent of their own making. Paying off one lot of railwaymen to the disadvantage

of another lot causes trouble today; making promises stores up trouble for the
future.

However, the root cause of the poor industrial relations on British Rail

are basic social attitudes and conditions. These are outwith the control of any
one group of managers, and the railways cannot expect to find a lasting solution
to their troubles in glorious isolation. Nor are the railways' troubles unique,
for the same attitudes manifest themselves in many branches of industry, and
many groups of managers are looking for the same solution.

It is trite to conclude by blaming governments, for there is no one villain.
However, so fundamental a change in outlook will be necessary if there is to be

sustained industrial peace that the lead must come from the top.

Coming Events
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Group News
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Preservation News
Further to the notice that was enclosed with "Live Rail" 45, we are pleased
to report that '4Buf' buffet car 12529 is to be rebuilt, even though it is very
severely fire damaged. Precautions to prevent 3142 going up in flames have been
carefully reviewed, and it is felt that there is very little chance of this happening.

However, it would be desirable for the carriage roofs to be fire proofed, as they
are constructed of timber and canvas only. Advice as to how this might best be
done will be gratefully received. Please contact Mark Davies or Gregory
Beecroft if you can help. It should be borne in mind that the eventual roof colour
will be pale grey, so strongly coloured substances cannot be used.

'3 Sub. motor coach 8143 is presently undergoing restoration at the National
Railway Museum,

Coach 8144 has been stripped to provide fittings for 8143.

When the top coats of paint were stripped from 8143 it was found that the lining
of the original livery did not match the lining illustrated in the official photograph.

This resulted in an urgent enquiry to the SEG for advice, and we were pleased to
provide such information as was to hand. We now look forward to seeing 8143 on
display at York.
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Members' Queries
'6PUL . COMPARTMENT DECOR: The First Class compartments in the 'Pul's

were panelled in two woods, both walnut and "silver grey wood". The latter was,
in fact, Indian silverwood. Third Class compartments had one wood only,
mahogany.

Indian silverwood presumably had a greyish look about it originally,

but by the war years successive coats of the SR "s toffee-coloured varnish had
given it a teak appearance. About 1932 the SR dropped its red and black third

class trim (thought to have been inherited from the LBSCR) and went for jazzy
modern patterns which were used until 1938, when two blue-based patterns were
introduced. These gave way to the brown and fawn "Medway" trim of 1940-45,
First class was always a Victorian floral affair on the SR, from the 'twenties
right through to the 'forties, with only minor changes. The pattern and colours
were indescribable, literally!
Information: 'SCWS .
MAINTENANCE CODES ETC.:

Classified overhauls involve the following work:

C1 Lift, recondition bogies, brakes and underframe equipment including heaters
and other services; general body repairs; re-trim and renovate interior;
and complete repaint.
C3 Lift, recondition bogies, brakes and underframe equipment; necessary
repairs to heaters and other services; general body repairs; re-trim and
renovate interior where necessary; and paint the exterior as necessary.
C6 Non-lift; body repairs and any other necessary repairs; any repainting
and re-trimming necessary.
'GO' or "side jobs" are replacements, repairs or modifications carried out as
necessary between overhauls, and include work such as changing wheel sets,
clampers or axleboxes, modification of toilet water heaters, fitting speedometers
and suchlike.
'L' means "lift"; 'LT' means "lift and trim"; and 'GW/UR' indicates use of
urethane-based paint manufactured by G. Wilkinson, 'LP' or 'PL' on '4Sub'
units is an aftermath of a fatal accident about 1960 when a carriage door flew
open and all door lock tongues and striker plates were thereafter required to be
modified and periodically checked for wear.
Numbers in the 40xx series are "station numbers", and indicate the Carriage &
Wagon location at which a repair has been carried out. 4000 was added to the
original SR number series upon nationalisation. Electric depots, except Selhurst
do not use their allocated codes, and no codes are given for Chart Leacon or
Grove Park electric depots. The following list is complete except for 4064/66
which were probably discontinued Central Section codes, and 4094 which is an
unidentified Eastern Section code. 4016-19 were probably codes for lines west
of Exeter and 4103 appears not to have been used at all. Many codes are now
no longer used, the list being correct to circa 1960, and some, such as 4101-05
appear to have been used for administrative purposes only. At many locations
only wagons would be dealt with, and the station number chalked on.
4001

Nine Elms

4002
4003

Clapham Junction
Wimbledon

4004
4005

Woking (including Oatlands)
Basingstoke (including

4006

Eastleigh station (including

4007
4008
4009

Poole
Southampton Terminus
Andover Junction

4010

Salisbury

Lymington)

Micheldever)
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4011
4012
4013
4014
4015
4020
4021
4022
4023

4024

4060
Templecombe
4061
Yeovil Junction
4062
Exeter Central (including
Exmouth)
4063
Southampton Docks
4065
Eastleigh C & W Works
4067
Guildford
Portsmouth area
4068
Isle of Wight
Dorchester (included with
Weymouth c. 1959)
Yeovil Pen Mill (may have been 4071
Yeovil Town originally)
4072

4025
4026
4027

Bournemouth West
Reading South
Axminster

4073

4028

Aldershot (including Farnham,

Sutton (including Dorking North)
Hove

Eardley Sidings (including
Streatham Common)

Bricklayers Arms
Newhaven
Selhurst carriage depot

(including paint shops)
St Leonards diesel depot
(originally applied to
Hastings sidings)
Shepherds Well
Sheerness-on-Sea

Slade Green sidings (not shops)

4074

Paddock Wood

4075

Tonbridge

4076
4077
4078

Ashford Wagon Works
Ashford station
Battersea Yard

4079

Faversham (including Canterbury

4080

West)
Redhill

4081
4082
4083

Blackheath (including Addiscombe)
Charing Cross
Cannon Street and Southwark depot

4084
4085

Deal
Dover

4030
4031
4032
4040
4041

Woking CCE depot)
Bournemouth Central (included
with B'mth West c. 1959)
Feltham
Weymouth
Waterloo
Brighton
Lancing C & W Works

4042
4043
4044
4045

New Cross Gate
London Bridge
Victoria
Eastbourne

4046
4047

Three Bridges (including
Haywards Heath)
Hastings (including Ore)

4048
4049
4050
4051

Bognor (including Barnham)
Chichester
Coulsdon North
Tunbridge Wells West

4092

Maidstone East

4052

Battersea Wharf

4093

Angerstein Wharf

4053

Waddon Marsh (including West

4095 Plumstead
4096 Margate and Ramsgate
4097 Rotherhithe Road
4098 Hoo Junction

4029

Croydon)
4054

Littlehampton

4055

Horsham

4056

Worthing (including West
Worthing)
Lewes
East Croydon
Norwood Junction

4057
4058
4059

4086

Dartford

4087

Folkestone Junction, Folkestone

4088
4089
4090
4091

4099
4100

East and Folkestone Hbr.
Hither Green
Gillingham
Holborn Viaduct and
Blackfriars
Herne Hill

Stewarts Lane carriage shed
Orpington depot

4101 Streatham Hill depot
4102 Slade Green shops
4104 Strawberry Hill depot
4105 Effingham Junction depot

BALHAM SIGNALBOX: Can anyone say what the purpose of the aerial on the roof

of Balham signal-box is.

Are there any others elsewhere?
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Chronometry Corner
PORTSMOUTH HARBOUR

to LONDON VICTORIA

1720 special train, Monday 27 May 1974

Stock: '12Cep' 7112/7101/7102

sched. actual
min min sec

m ch
0 00

PORTSMOUTH HARBOUR

0 66

PORTSMOUTH & SOUTHSEA

1 51
4 33
4 78
7 24

Fratton
Portcreek Junction
Farlington Junction
Bedhampton

7 77

HAVANT

8 52

Warblington

9 68

EMSWORTH

11 22

Southbourne

0
3
0
6½

11
0

3½
0

signal stop
12 25

Nutbourne

13, 77

BOSHAM

15 28

Fishbourne

16 70

CHICHESTER

17 61
19 03

Whyke Road
Drayton

23

12

Ford
Arundel Junction

23 08

ARUNDEL

31 55

Amberley

36 37

PULBOROUGH

41 45
46 29

Billingshurst
Christ's Hospital

48 60

HORSHAM

49 56
52 08
54 51

Littlehaven
Faygate
Ifield

55 69

CRAWLEY

16
71
59
00

5
0

BARNHAM

25 65
26 41

57
60
61
64

5½
0

0
4½
7
0
9½
0

14

0

8½

Three Bridges

TL

Gatwick Airport
Horley
Salfords
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0
3

0 00
3 17
0 00

speed

mph
sigs

2 02
53
56
5 17
58
5 53
sigs
3 22
9 50
0 00
1 47
3 27
0 00
55
3 01
3_ 45
0
4
5 47
59
7 56
0 00
60
2 31
4 31
0 00
1 57
51
60/70
3 14
7 30
0 00
61
2 34
55*
3 21
5 25 ________
0 00
62/75
4 26
9 01
0 00
60*/67
7 24
54½/60
11 20
14 11 _______
0 00
53/60
2 04
48*pws
4 28
61
7 06
8 43
0 00
48
2 30
67
5 30
75
6 19
67sigs
8 11

65 63
70 52
72 58
74 15
75 10
76 24

Earlswood
Star Lane

QL

Coulsdon North

LL

161

TL

22½
0
2

91

Purley
Pur ley Oaks
South Croydon

signal stop
77

16

77 56

78 28
79 06
80 19
81 44
82 67
83 51
85 00
85 52
86 36
87 53

EAST CROYDON

Windmill Bridge Junction

Selhurst
Thornton Heath
Norbury

Streatham Junction
Balham Junction

TL

61
8

Wandsworth Common
Clapham Junction
Pouparts Junction
Battersea Park
LONDON VICTORIA

18

10
16
18
19
20
21
22
24
24
0
1

23
09
40
59
46
45
55
10
56
00
07

2
3
4
5

55
44
52
58
13
07
25
18

7

8
9
10
11 14
14 01

48*

35 sigs
69
75
75
sigs
0

momentary
sig stop
52
63
75
50*
50*
57
45*
54

This train was a rather unusual relief working on the evening of a Bank
Holiday Monday, and of added interest in that the stock provided was '12Cep'.
An uneventful start was marred by a sequence of signal checks between Emsworth
and Bosham, presumably caused by the preceding 1708 Portsmouth to Brighton
which may have been late. By Chichester the train was 3 minutes late, and
more time was lost at Barnham by slack station working, giving a departure 5½
minutes late. A sparkling performance followed, with a hair-raising 55 mph
round the curve at Arundel Junction, and a maximum of 75 mph beyond
Amberley. Lateness was still 4½ minutes on leaving Horsham, nevertheless.
On joining the main line at Three Bridges further liberties were taken
crossing to the Through Lines at nearly 50 mph, and speed was rapidly increased
to 75 mph through Horley. However, we had lost our pathway, and suffered a
series of checks from Earlswood to Coulsdon North, and again approaching East
Croydon, despite a 75 mph race through Purley Oaks. The schedule thence to
Victoria was obviously generous, and the 4 minute lateness at East Croydon was
converted into a right-time arrival.

Ham at Ham Street?
British Rail recently issued a leaflet, "Big Buffet Savers" which explained

that food in buffet cars on certain lines would be less expensive and of not such
poor quality (well, they didn't exactly express it that way, but you have the
general idea). While the map included in the leaflet is only diagrammatic
(Brighton being further from London than Aberdeen) it is quite clear that the
buffet service to Hastings will, henceforth, run via Maidstone East and Rye!
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The Reading Extension
Electrification, 1939
1st January 1939 saw a further expansion of the Southern Electric

system, with the completion of the scheme generally known as the "Reading
Extension". In fact, the electrification covered rather more than the Reading
line, its full extent being Virginia Water to Heading; Ascot to Ash Vale;
Frimley Junction to Pirbright Junction via Sturt Lane; and Guildford to Aldershot. These lines totalled 43 route and 88 track miles.
The electrification was in virtually all respects unremarkable from a
technical viewpoint. The only innovation was in the 33 kV power cables to the
ten substations. Previously three-core armoured cable was used, but for this
scheme three single-core un-armoured lead-covered cables were utilised.
Power came from a new Central Electricity Board substation at Reading, and
from the existing C.E.B. substation at Byfleet. The Reading substation was
able to provide an alternative supply to the Portsmouth Direct and Alton lines,
and to the Chertsey Loop. In addition to the new railway substations, extra
switchgear was installed at Chertsey and Pirbright substations which had been
provided for the 1937 electrifications. The new Ascot substation caused some
difficulty due to the poor nature of the ground on which it was to be built. It
was eventually constructed on pile foundations. The substations were supervised remotely from Woking Control Room, provision for this and for further
extensions having been made in 1937.
Ascot station was totally rebuilt, in a remarkably conservative style by
Southern standards. Very little concrete was to be seen To facilitate the
division of trains with portions for both Reading and Aldershot, the station layout was revised. Previously, there had been no access to the Aldershot line
from the main Reading platforms, the junction being at the London end of the
station. A new spur was built from the west end of the Reading platforms
round to the Aldershot line, and the Aldershot platforms became little used.
During Royal Ascot weeks the platforms were sometimes used by an Ascot Guildford shuttle service, and by race "specials". This use led to the old
Aldershot line becoming known as the "race spur". It was last used by an
excursion from Portsmouth on 20th June 1973, and abandoned soon after,
except for a short section used as a siding. The 1937 remodelling involved
re-signalling, with semaphore signals, and the provision of a new brick signalbox, typical of the period, which was located in the fork of the Aldershot and
Reading lines.
Various alterations at other stations were of a fairly minor nature;
platform extensions and the provision of footbridges in the place of boarded
crossings.
A batch of 36 '2Bil' units, 2117-2152, was provided to work Reading

line services. These were maintained at existing depots at Durnsford Road and
Farnham, and no operating distinction was made between them and earlier
units for the Portsmouth and Alton Iines. '2Hal's 2677-2692 were later
introduced on the Western section in order to lengthen Reading trains.
The electric trains ran half hourly from Waterloo off-peak, at oo24 and
oo54, dividing at Ascot. One portion went to Reading, and the other to GuiId192

ford via Aldershot, Up trains left Reading at oo29 and oo59, and Guildford at
oo00 and oo30. Journey times from London were 48 minutes to Ascot and 75

minutes to Reading. Up trains were slightly faster, 73 minutes from Reading
and 45 from Ascot. Trains ran non-stop between Waterloo and Staines, in 26
minutes up and 23 minutes down. Previously, steam trains between Waterloo
and Reading had averaged 85 minutes up and 87 minutes down. A curious
once-daily, one way working was 537 pm Saturdays excepted and 137 pm
Saturdays only from Waterloo to Woking via Camberley and Sturt Lane,
The Reading line has a couple of unique features The first 1 mile
and 69 chains from Reading station is the only electrified line on the Western
Region, though the Southern is responsible for maintaining the electrical
equipment. Despite the relatively short length of the electrification, no fewer
than three sections of electrified line have closed, excluding the Ascot race
spur. These are the line into Reading Southern station, Frimley Junction to

Sturt Lane Junction and Virginia Water 'B' Junction to Virginia Water 'C'
Junction, the last-named being the spur off the Chertsey Loop towards Ascot,
avoiding Virginia Water station.
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The First Generation of Southern
Electric Main Line Stock
5THE '6 PAN' UNITS
The second "wave" of express corridor units, built as 2021-37 and

renumbered 3021-37 at the beginning of 1937, were constructed in 1935 for the
Eastbourne and Hastings electrification scheme. Like the Brighton '6Pul'
stock, they were six-coach units with gangway connections within units,
but not from unit to unit. They had motor coaches built by contractors, and
trailer coaches with underframes built at Lancing and bodies at Eastleigh.
Instead of including a Pullman car these units had a "pantry" (ie buffet) car,
each unit comprising two motor saloon thirds, two trailer corridor thirds, a
trailer corridor first and the pantry car.
As in the Brighton stock, electrical gear was by Metropolitan-Vickers,
but the traction motors, although of the same type as the British ThomsonHouston ones on the 'Pul' units, were by English Electric. Overall unit dimensions were 392ft 2 ins x 9ft 5 ins. The motor coaches were built by Metropolitan Cammell (11047-63) and Birmingham Railway Carriage & Wagon Co
Limited (11064-80), and were all-steel. They were generally of the same
design as the '6 Pul' motor coaches, but they had MM "Airstream" sliding
glass ventilators above the windows instead of louvres and drop-lights. These
ventilators were newly designed about 1935 and described then as "two movable
frames above each large fixed window" consisting of "a concave glass deflector
close to the fixed panel". The forward motion of the coach drew fresh air along
the inside face of the deflector, which was flared at the rear opening. Most
air drawn in went straight through the ventilator, but some went into the coach
and some stale air was drawn out. The coaches also had flanged aluminium
window glazing pans.

The trailer thirds, numbered 10021-54, were identical with 10001 et seq,
except for the bogies. They tared 31 tons. The pantry cars contained a refreshment kitchenette with counter and five first class compartments, were
numbered 12501-17, and tared 32 tons. These pantry cars recalled an LSWR
feature, the pantry thirds placed in service on the Bournemouth line in 1921 and
phased out by the Southern about 1931.
The trailer firsts which, like those in the '6Cit' units, had "steam
length" (58ft) underframes, were numbered 12260-76 and tared 31 tons.

All the trailer coaches had conventional SR bogies instead of the
equalising beam variety, except 12517, which had equalising beam bogies
until 1957. All the trailer underframes, including the short ones, were to
order number 4441. The bodies of the trailers were to order number 805.
The trailers were allocated to their respective units in tidy groups, as
the 'Pul' trailers had been, but the motor coaches were allocated as they
arrived, being added to capital stock between March and June 1935. Unit
formations are listed opposite.
The pantry cars were put out of use from 27 May 1942, but remained in
their units since most of their space was passenger seating. They were reopened
on the restoration of buffet services on 7 January 1946, but did not survive long,
being out of use again by the early 1950s. From then on they ran closed.
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'6Pul' Unit Formations

Unit

MTh

2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2023
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037

11047
11049
11051
11054
11066
11053
11068
11070
11055
11072
11057
11074
11059
11076
11051
11078
11063

10022
10024
10026
10028
10030
10032
10034
10036
10033
10040
10042
10044
10046
10048
10050
10052
10054

TF

TPan

TTh

MTh

12260
12261
12262
12263
12264
12265
12266
12267
12268
12269
12270
12271
12272
12273
12274
12275
12276

12501
12502
12503
12504
12505
12506
12507
12508
12509
12510
12511
12512
12513
12514
12515
12516
12517

10021
10023
10025
10027
10029
10031
10033
10035
10037
10039
10041
10043
10045
10047
10049
10051
10053

11048
11050
11052
11065
11057
11054
11069
11071
11056
11073
11058
11075
11060
11077
11062
11079
11080

Unit 3030 suffered war damage, 10039 being destroyed by a landmine at
Brighton in May 1943.

'2Bil' 2014 was also involved in this incident. A new

10039 was built as a complete replacement in 1946, the underframe being to
order number 5735, which also covered replacement trailers for '4Cor' units.
In the 1950s and 1960s some '6 Pan' units occasionally ran as '6Pul',
3032 being the usual choice. This ran with "Lorna" in 1951/52, "Naomi" in
1952, "Ethel" and "Olive" in 1957, and others which escaped record.
As a result of accidents various motor coach exchanges occurred. 3029
was damaged at London Bridge in 1948, and 3026 was damaged at about the
same time. 11056 of 3029 went to 'Pul' 3003; 3026 acquired 11006; and 3029
received 11065. 11054 from 3026 replaced 11065 in 3025. 3032 suffered minor

damage in the Eastbourne collision on 25 August 1958 and was subsequently
disbanded.

11074 and 10044 went to 3014 in October 1958, and the remaining

coaches were withdrawn; 12271 and 12514 were cut up at Newhaven in February
1961 and 11074, which was withdrawn about January 1959, was cut up at
Lancing about the same time. 11075 was involved in push-pull trials in 1964
with 11023 of 3014. Of this more will be said later.
3023 was involved in a siding collision with '4Buf' 3079 at New Cross

Gate in September 1962. Motor coach 11051 suffered some damage but was
subsequently repaired; the 'Buf' buffet car was written off. 3024 was hit by
'4Lav' 2929 at Victoria in August 1963
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Some Notes on Thyristors and Electric Brakes
The traditional Southern multiple-unit control system is simple, reliable
and easily maintained. In fact the basics have changed remarkably little since
the LSWR suburban units were introduced, and this says much for the system.
However, there is a disadvantage, which could be ignored for many years, but
which now requires attention. The system wastes energy; indeed it wastes it by
intention.
The main requirement of the control system of an electric vehicle is to vary

the voltage applied to the traction motors. If the full voltage were just "switched
on" the motors would burn out; the load has to be applied in stages. On the
Southern this is done by inserting resistances into the power circuit. The resistances are cast iron grids which have a lower conductivity than the rest of the

power circuit. Energy is lost as the current "forces" its way through the resistance,
with a consequent drop in voltage. The "lost" energy in fact becomes heat energy,
warming the resistance. Not only is energy wasted in heating the resistances, but
as they are quite heavy extra power is required to move them. This waste is part-

icularly significant on suburban lines where trains stop and start frequently.

Thyristor control, as applied experimentally to a '4Sub'unit, reduces the
waste, but has the disadvantage of being more complex than resistance control.
However, the principle of how thyristor control works is quite straightforward. A
thyristor control system, or chopper circuit, applies full line voltage to the
traction motors in short pulses, a rate of 150 pulses per second being typical.
The average voltage applied to the motors over a period of time may be varied by
altering the duration of the pulses. For example, if line voltage is 660 V and the
duration of each pulse and the intervening "dead" period are equal, the average
voltage will be 330 V and due to the high frequency of the pulses the motors will
act as though a continuous voltage of 330 V was being applied. It is possible to
have pulses of constant length and to vary their frequency, but this is not suitable for direct current systems, such as the Southern.
Apart from the more complex circuitry, the main drawback to the thyristor
system is that it can cause interference with other electrical equipment, such as
signals and track circuits, for direct current being switched on and off many times
a second has similar characteristics to alternating current.

This is one of the

main reasons why thyristors have not been widely used on British Railways before.
A Glasgow suburban unit, 035, has thyristor control, as has experimental a.c.
locomotive 87101. London Transport has also experimented with thyristors, but
the main user of thyristor control equipment in Britain is probably the National

Coal Board, for the resistance control system is not suitable for battery vehicles
used in mines due to the heat generated. Thyristors have been used overseas for
many years, and should become more common in this country with their use in
the advanced passenger train and the new Glasgow and Shenfield electric units,
It is already possible to travel in a thyristor controlled vehicle in Southern
territory, on the West Hill passenger lift at Hastings!
Apart from the advantage of energy conservation, thyristor control equip-

ment has the further advantage over resistance controls of including very few
moving parts. The need for maintenance is reduced, but such maintenance as
there is tends to be more complicated. "Shed" maintenance can be simplified if

the thyristor control system is designed in module form, enabling faulty modules
to be rapidly replaced and returned to a specialised works area for attention, without keeping a train out of service.
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A further area of significant energy wastage is braking. Again, this is
particularly significant on suburban lines, where trains stop and start
frequently. As a train sets off it takes electrical energy from the line and converts this into kinetic (movement) energy. For the train to stop, this kinetic
energy has to be converted into a further form of energy. On trains with mechanical braking systems, as on the Southern, with brake pads pressed against the
wheel tyres, the energy is mainly converted to heat energy, making the tyres and
brake pads hot.

Many ideas have been put forward as to how the kinetic energy might be more
usefully used up. The ideal would be a battery that did not weigh much, and
which could be rapidly charged and discharged. This would be charged as the
train stopped, would store the energy chemically while the
train was stationar
and supply energy to assist restarting. Unfortunately, such a paragon does not
exist; Experiments have been carried out with flywheels, but to store useful
amounts of energy these have to be very heavy or spin so fast as to be a positive
hazard. However, two experimental flywheel trains on the New York subway are
reported to be reasonably successful. London Transport has examined the idea,
and rejected it, and it is unlikely that British Rail will adopt it - or re-adopt it,
for it is not so very different from Southern booster control;
The most widely used method of minimising energy loss when braking is
electrical braking, of which there are two main types. In both systems the
traction motors act as generators, converting kinetic energy back into electrical
energy. With the regenerative system the voltage generated is returned to the
line, theoretically to be used by a train setting off. Difficulties arise if a number
of trains are regenerating, but none are starting. In this case the line voltage
increases such that the main supply may cut out to prevent overloading. This
has proved a particular problem on the Woodhead line, the class 76 locomotives
having regenerative brakes, as the number of trains decreased but the number of
locomotives hauling each train increased. A typical circumstance on the Southern that would lead to line overloading would be several trains following each
other at minimum headway, the first stopping at a station or signal and the
others braking as they in turn were checked.

To overcome this problem the other form of electrical braking, rheostatic
braking is employed. Some of the electrical energy generated by the traction
motors (or all of it if the train has rheostatic brakes only) is dissipated in
resistances. The heat generated is normally used to supplement train heating.
The experimental 'Sub' is being fitted with regenerative and rheostatic
brakes. Rheostatic brakes are not new to the Southern, as the 'PEP' units
were so fitted.
Electric brakes have to be supplemented by mechanical brakes, as they are
not effective at low speeds. The electric brake slows the train, and the mechanical brake brings it to a stand and holds it still. As electrical brakes reduce the
use of mechanical brakes, brake pad wear is reduced. Less brake dust is produced, making trains and stations cleaner, and pads do not have to be changed
so often.
If the Southern's experiments are successful it is likely that whatever
replaces the "EPB's will be very different from anything that has gone before,
and the Southern's electricity bill should go down a bit!
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Southern Listed Buildings
The Town & Country Planning Act 1971 empowers the Secretary of State
for the Environment to draw up lists of buildings of particular historical or
architectural importance. Buildings so listed may not be altered or demolished
without special consent, in addition to any planning permission that may be
necessary. The term "buildings" includes any man-made structure. Buildings
may be added to the Secretary of State's list at any time, and the owners need
not be consulted. Owners of listed buildings can make applications for grants
to assist towards maintenance, but these grants are not given automatical\y,
Sir Peter Parker drew attention to the problems that listed buildings cause
for British Rail when he addressed the Victorian Society in October. In 1971
BR owned 146 listed buildings, but the total now exceeds 500. Over £2m was
spent on maintaining some of the more historic listed buildings in 1978, but
little could be done for many more. The Historic Buildings Council has given
some financial assistance, but in many cases BR has to pay all of the bills
unaided. A large number of local councils have a policy of not giving conservation
grants to large public companies, financial institutions and nationalised industries,
and concentrate on helping private owners. BR often finds itself in the position of
being unable to demolish a building or modify it to reduce maintenance costs, and
at the same time unable to afford to keep it as it is.
The following are listed buildings on the Southern Region as at March 1978.
Structures once owned by the Southern Railway Company and now on the Western
Region are also included
Ashford B.R.E.L. Works gatehouse
174 Queen Victoria Street, Blackfriars ("The Black Friar" public house)
Blackheath station
Bradstone Road Viaduct (Folkestone)
Brighton station
Bournemouth station
Cannon Street station towers
Weighbridge Cottage, Church Lane, Canterbury
37 North Lane, Canterbury
27 St Dunstan's Street, Canterbury
Canterbury West station
Chard Central station (originally joint with 3.W.R.)
25 - 41 Craven Street, Charing Cross
1-3 Craven Passage, Charing Cross
Charing Cross, Eleanor Cross
Chelfham Viaduct (near Barnstaple)
62, 64 & 66 Grove Park Terrace, Chiswick
Clapham station
Colesbrook Viaduct (High Brooms)
Crewkerne station
Crystal Palace low level station
Dartford, remains of Priory walls in Kingsfield Terrace, Priory Lane and
Wareham Bridge, Alington Road, Dorchester
Victoria Road
Dorchester West station
Southern House, Clarence Place, Dover
Ewell West station and platform on west side of railway
Eynsford Viaduct
15 - 19 Beach Street, Folkestone ("The Ark Cafe")
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Gravesend station
Gravesend Town Pier
Greenwich station
Hastings, Queens Road bridge
Herne Hill, Rosendale Road bridge (on Tulse Hill line)
London Road Viaduct (Brighton)
Micheldever station
Mitcham station
Mortimer station
Ouse Valley Viaduct (south of Balcombe)
Porchester Road Viaduct (Fareham)
Poundbury Tunnel, portal below Poundbury Camp (north of Dorchester West)
Quay Street Viaduct (Fareham)
Salisbury goods shed (former Fisherton G.W.R. station)
1, 2 & 3 Railway Cottages, Sellindge
Southampton Terminus station
Tunbridge Wells Central station, up side
Brunswick House, Wandsworth Road, Vauxhall
Victoria station, L.C.&D.R. section
Grosvenor Hotel, Victoria
Wareham station, including the platform shelter and lamp standards
Wareham old goods shed, Sandford Lane
Wareham Common, bridge over the River Piddle, north-west of West Mill
10a Nothe Parade, Weymouth (Marine Engineer's office)
Windsor & Eton Riverside station
Worthing, original station buildings

37 Craven Street is a grade I listed building, indicating it to be of outstanding Importance. All of the other structures are in the more normal grade II.
It is interesting to note that none of the Southern Railway's concrete
stations, such as those on the Chessington branch, have been listed, although
many contemporary London Transport stations are listed. No part of Waterloo is
listed, not even the Victory Arch, nor are the portals of Clayton
Tunnel,
though many less distinctive portals on other regions are listed. A building such
as the Charing Cross Hotel escapes listing (for the time being) due to its location
in Central London, where it is one of many distinguished edifices, though a
similar building in the provinces would almost certainly be listed.
There are also a number of Ancient Monuments on the Southern. These
enjoy much the same sort of protection as listed buildings, but are administered
by the Department of the Environment. It will be noted that an Ancient Monument
does not have to be ancient; Those on the Southern are:
Cannon Street, site of Roman Governor's palace
Christchurch, Tank Traps and a Pill Box
Hilsea Lines, old fortifications
Meldon Viaduct (near Okehampton)
Newhaven, Lunette Battery, near the West Pier Lighthouse
A number of other buildings are protected to a certain extent through being
located in Conservation Areas. However, even though a building may be in a
Conservation Area it will not necessarily be of any historical or architectural
value. A few trees growing on Southern Region land are subject to Protection
Orders, and special permission would be required to fell them.
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Regional Review
STOCK

NOTES

Units reallocated: 2 Oct 7128/51 RE, 7140/92 WD; week ending 28 Oct 7126
WD, 7192 RE; week ending 6 Nov 7133 RE, 7137 WD
Units 5332 and 7177 resumed their correct formations by 12 October, '4EPB'
5180 is temporarily formed with MBS 14405 (ex 5203) vice 14359 which is
accident damaged. MBS 65409 (ex 5917) and DTS 77528 (ex 5729) are formed
with de-icing trailer ADS70087 and work from Selhurst. Units 5203, 5729 and 5917
are out of service. '4 Big' 7042 and '4Cig' 7327 exchanged motor coaches during

October, but were correctly formed by 3 November.

' 3 D ' 1319 was formed with

DTS 60903 (ex 1304) from 14 to 17 November. Temporary formations of units 417,
1031, 5264, 5302, 7346, 7434, 7725/33 and 7865 remain as previously reported.

Spare and damaged vehicles (other than condemned stock) are stored or under
repair at the following locations:
East Wimbledon,: 61597 (5343), 61627 (5302), 62186 (7725), 70034 (7102, held
for research purposes) and 76302 (417)

Micheldever: 15072 (spare)
Plumstead: 14359 (5180), 70884 (7733) and 77131 (5917)
St Leonards.: 60551 (1031)
Selhurst: 14406 (5203), 15258 (to be formed in 5264), 15331/81 (both 5203),
16002 (5602, now a match vehicle for 15258) and 65343 (5729)
Slade Green: 62264 (7803), 62422 (7434), 70954 (7803), 71075 (7407), 76536
(7803), 76620 (7346) and 76884 (7865)

Stewarts Lane: 70038 (7102) and 70455 (5343, used for refurbishment experiments)
Strawberry Hill: 16003 (5603, now used as a match vehicle for condemned 14259)
and 61035 (7102, used for research purposes)
AWS equipment has been fitted to units 5020/25/26/31,5181/90,5219 and 7846.
Equipment is still isolated on 5104/08/10/22,5679,5786/88/92/93/95 pending

modification to reduce the noise of the bell and horn, which is rather overpowering
in suburban type cabs.
'4Veg' units fitted with extra luggage racks were out-shopped from Selhurst
thus: 7906 7 Nov, 7907 14 Nov and 7908 29 Sep.
'2 Hap. units with RT bus upholstery include 6146-49/51/53/60/67/71. 6168
has CO/CP (District Line) stock type upholstery.

'4PEP' non-driving motor coach 62429 has been repainted in an experimental
livery at Derby Research Centre. The lower part of the bodywork is rail blue,
there is a flame red waist band, and the upper part is very dark brown. White
lining tape is applied above and below the waist band.
' 3 R ' 1201 entered Eastleigh Works for overhaul on 4 November, and should
emerge with the ex 'Hastings. vehicles painted blue and grey. Reformed ' 6 S '

1002 will re-adopt its original formation, viz:

(1201)

60003 (1202), 60503 (1201), 60701 (1032), 60504 (1202), 60503 (1203), 60002
60701 will become first class again, and will be replaced in 1032 by 60509 from
1205. Motor coaches 60004/06 will be spare. ! 3 R ' units 1204/06 will be used

on the Ashford - Hastings line, despite being second class only, in place of ' 2 H '
units 1119/20.

Upon augmentation with the ex ' 3 R ' driving trailers the ' 2 H '
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units will be re-classified ' 3 T ' , and all allocated to Eastleigh. This will allow
two ' 3 H ' units to be transferred to the Oxted line, and two to be used to cover

the refurbishment programme when more units than usual will be out of service.
The ' 3 R ' driving trailers will require little modification, but will need to be
fitted with additional wiring to provide heating, lighting and control current feed
to the ' 2 H ' driving trailers, as jumpers for these functions are absent from the
cab ends.
No Smoking accommodation is being increased in various units. '2EPB'
5753 is all No Smoking except for the saloon in the driving trailer. At least one
'4EPB' unit has been fitted with a much lighter than usual linoleum floor
covering. This makes the interior much brighter,

'4Sub' 4617 has an LBSCR

brake gauge in one of its guard's vans.
It has been suggested that the class 33 locomotives may be named.
INTERESTING WORKINGS

Although East Wimbledon depot has had three Ramsgate '4Cep' units on
loan, rather more than that number have been in use on the South Western Division. Units noted in service are: 7118/27/33/37/39/42/43/48/52/65/71/92 and
7201/05. '4Bep' units 7008/13/15 have been seen at East Wimbledon depot, but
not in service. The 'Cep's have been used mainly on the Reading Line and to Alton
and Basingstoke, though some have penetrated as far as Bournemouth. 7205 worked
the 0647 Bournemouth to Waterloo in place of the usual 'Vep' on 16 November.
Brighton 'Vep . 7753 was at Bournemouth a week later, working the 0812 to Waterloo. It seems to be suburban stock that the SWD is short of, for 'Vep's, 'Cig's
and 'Cep's have been working on suburban services almost every day. '4Big's
have also gone astray on occasion; on 23 October the 1802 Waterloo to Dorking
was formed 7054/7340. The 1738 Waterloo to Alton was worked by 7732/7051/7356
on 23 November and 7054/7152 on 28 November. Conversely, suburban units have
appeared at Reading. The 0623 from Waterloo was '4Cig/4EPB' on 21 November
and '8Sap' two days later. A '4TC' and 33/1 have been used in place of EMU
or DEMU stock on occasion, for example on the 1643 Bournemouth to Waterloo on
24 October, and 1956 Reading to Salisbury on 6 November.
Use of main line stock on suburban lines is less common on the other two
divisions, but on 9 November the 0732 from Wimbledon to London Bridge via St
Helier and Mitcham Junction was worked by 'Cep/Cig' 7105/7361.
Eastleigh units continue to appear on the Oxted line. 1131 was on the line
for a week from .10 October, and 1101 was in use for a few days from 21 October.
From 23 October the 06 13 Victoria to East Grinstead and 0753 East Grinstead to
London Bridge were formed of four three-coach units. Trains of this length are
most unusual on the Oxted line, as most platforms will not accommodate twelve
coaches. As a result, the trains concerned usually run late, due to the need to
draw up at most stations. The Oxted line ' 6 S ' is used on the 0658 from
Uckfield to London Bridge on days when the 0627 is cancelled. This seems to
happen fairly frequently. Two ' 3 R ' units were in use on the Oxted line on 1
November, 1205 working the 0743 Uckfield to Victoria, and 1203 the 1738
Victoria to Uckfield.
On 14 October '4TC' 411 was hauled from Eastleigh Works to Wimbledon by
stores unit 023. Multiple working was not possible, but 023 has sufficient power
to act as a "locomotive" with four coach units.
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Water cannon workings ran from 30 October (a week later than
scheduled) to 28 November, when the water started freezing on the rails.
Workings were:

001 + class 73

Guildford - Haslemere - Aldershot - Ascot

002 + class 33
003 + class 33

Guildford - Surbiton - Ascot
Selhurst - East Grinstead and Uckfield
Chart Leacon - Guildford

003 + class 73
005 + class 73

Chart Leacon - Swan ley
Dover Marine - Faversham

On 29 October withdrawn de-icers 017 and 019 were used for a civil defence
exercise at Crystal Palace, being stabled on the engineer's sidings round the
back of the Sydenham side of the station. The units were hauled from Norwood
Field Sidings on 27 October, and returned there on 7 November, a class 73
being used both ways.
On 14 November 73129 worked the Royal Train (coaches 2903/3196/325/

2900/2902/2906) from Victoria to Gatwick Airport and back in connection with
the visit of the President of the Portuguese Republic and his wife.
Locomotive 47036 from Haymarket (Edinburgh) depot was at Woking on 18
October, and 47080 (of Cardiff depot) hauled a freight train from Norwood to
Brighton on 2 November. The use of non-Southern locomotives on freight trains,
other than company block trains, south of Norwood is very unusual. 33007/009

worked an excursion from Wool through to Birmingham New Street on 9 November,
Other excursions have included Bournemouth to Victoria Eastern on 25 November, formed '12 Vep . , and an LCGB '4 Sub. tour on 2 December from Waterloo
to Victoria Eastern via Shepperton, Aldershot, Guildford, Mitcham and West
Croydon. Unit 4633 was used..
On 21 and 22 October, and 5 and 19 November the bridge carrying the Chatham
line over Battersea Park Road was rebuilt, and trains ran via Crystal Palace into
Victoria Central. In consequence of this boat trains were formed 'Cep/Bep/2Hap/
MLV as platforms 12 and 13 at Victoria will no longer accommodate thirteen
coach trains. Due to engineering work on Sole Street bank on 29 October Chatham
trains were diverted via Dartford, and all called at Nunhead, Strood and Rochester.
Trains booked to split at Swanley ran complete to Maidstone East. In consequence
of engineering work between Purley and East Croydon on 29 October '4 Sub.
worked 0735 Purley to Charing Cross, 0820 Charing Cross to Purley and so on
every two hours until 1620 Charing Cross to Purley. Similar arrangements
applied on 5 November when '4 Sub' worked 0835 from Purley until 1720 from

Charing Cross. On both days trains terminating at Purley ran empty to Coulsdon
North to reverse. Charing Cross was closed for the day on 26 November and all
trains ran to Cannon Street, except those from Caterham which terminated at
London Bridge. A 20 minute shuttle was provided between Cannon Street and
Waterloo East, and Cannon Street underground station was opened specially.
'4Rep' 3006 was used for line voltage tests on the Portsmouth Direct line
on 16 and 20 November.
From 11 to 24 December '4EPB' units 5104 and 5122 were diagrammed to
be used for parcels workings on the South Western Division. On 8 December
heater fuses were removed at East Wimbledon, and the units are to be overhauled
at Eastleigh Works before re-entering passenger service.
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INCIDENTS

18 Oct: The main departure indicator at Waterloo failed, all columns showing the
2359 from platform 13 to Kempton Park via Southampton and all stations to

Moreton, or via Petersfield, Poole and Portsmouth with a buffet;
19 Oct: Evening rush hour trains were delayed by a signals failure in the South
Croydon area.
27 Oct: Services were delayed by half an hour in the early evening due to a man
on the line at Balham.
29 Oct: Due to trespassers on the line near Herne Hill traction current was
switched off about 1445 and restored at 15 10, However, there was a power failure
in the area shortly afterwards. The 15 10 Victoria to Ramsgate was seen reversing
back down Grosvenor Bank at 1555, and the 1514 to Maidstone East passed
Clapham Junction Central Division at about 1605. To add to the confusion at
Victoria, all of the clocks stopped at 1410.
31 Oct: All lines were closed at Wandsworth Common from 1745 to 1900 while
fireman fought a fire on the track.
3Nov:

'2EPB' 5665 derailed at Selhurst early in the morning, trapping many

trains in the sidings, and thus causing many cancellations and the use of main
line stock on suburban workings.
7 Nov:

Morning trains on the Uckfield line were delayed by up to half an hour by

leaves on the rails.
8Nov: Drivers at Coulsdon North, Dorking, Epsom, Selhurst and West Croydon
went on strike for the day following the suspension of a Dorking Town driver for
arranging for another man to work part of his shift.
13. Nov: Due to engineering work at Latchmere Junction over-running the morning
trains from Clapham Junction to Kensington Olympia ran via Kew East and

Willesden South Western Sidings. The 0721 Uckfield to Victoria failed immobile
near Edenbridge Town, closing the line for two hours. This resulted in a letter
from an Oxted line commuter being published in "The Daily Telegraph" on 18
November, with threats to sue British Rail for inconvenience caused since the new

timetable was introduced.
15 Nov: Drivers on the South Western Division went on strike in connection with
a dispute over bonus payments.
20 Nov: '4Cig' 7415 lost a collector shoe between Winnersh and Earley while

working the 0523 from Waterloo with 'Cig' 7351. The train was able to continue
to Reading, where it was taken out of service. The 1727 Victoria to Littlehampton
was hit by air gun pellets between Battersea Park and Clapham Junction, causing
delays to following services and the diversion of various fast trains onto the
local lines.
22 Nov: South Eastern Division drivers went on strike in connection with bonus
payments. Few suburban trains ran, but main line services were less severely
affected. 47055 failed west of Redhill while working an ARC mineral train, and
was assisted thence by 33060 which was working a following van train.
23 Nov: Afternoon services from Victoria South Eastern were delayed by a points
failure at Stewarts Lane. The 1644 Redhill to Reading lost 50 minutes after
slipping on leaves on the rails at Dorking, and being further delayed by a signal
failure at Guildford.
27 Nov: The driver of the 07 16 Maidstone East to Charing Cross made an
unscheduled stop at New Eltham, and then compounded the delay by arguing with

the guard about it for fifteen minutes,
28 Nov: Bournemouth services were disrupted by a derailment early in the morning
at Bournemouth depot, and by a broken rail at Swaythling.
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30 Nov: A fire in Three Bridges signal-box caused some disruption to services.
The 1726 Waterloo to Woking was formed '4 Vep' , instead of '8 Vep. , and was
delayed at Waterloo while a policeman removed recalcitrant passengers from the
guard's van. Some Slade Green guards staged a "lightening" strike in the

evening.
TIME TABLES AND DIAGRAMS

Headcodes: A few corrections to the SEG Headcode Guide are necessary. The
headcode for Holborn Viaduct to 3ickley via Herne Hill is 23, not 25.

Headcode

74 is Victoria to Dover Marine, not Priory, and 75 Portsmouth & Southsea to
Salisbury is used by semi-fast trains.
It has been reported that trains from Holborn Viaduct to Slade Green via Nunhead
and Bexleyheath use headcode 76, which officially applies from Cannon Street only.
The alternatives are 79, which is Holborn Viaduct to Slade Green via London

Bridge (which would cause confusion at Blackfriars), or 78 which is Holborn
Viaduct to Dartford via Nunhead and Bexleyheath. 76 is probably the best
compromise, though it does also mean Blackfriars Carriage Siding to Cannon
Street.
An interesting special headcode was that used by fast Portsmouth Direct
trains during the period when Portsmouth Harbour station was closed for track
layout remodelling. This was 71, the 7 indicating a train to Portsmouth & Southsea and the 1 a fast train under the South Western Division's standard system for
main line services.
1979 Timetable: Various Central Division trains will be retimed to improve
working. The 0801 SX London Bridge and St Helier "roundabout" will return to
Holborn Viaduct, following complaints from Wimbledon passengers that the last
train to Holborn Viaduct left too early. The 0847 SX West Croydon to Holborn
Viaduct will be diverted to London Bridge. Three new trains Monday to Friday will
be: 0605 Brighton to Newhaven Continental (connection to Dieppe); 0642 Norwood

Junction to Reigate; and 1905 London Bridge to Norwood Junction and East
Croydon. The Sunday shuttle service between Beckenham Junction and Streatham
Hill will be extended to run to and from the West London Line platforms at
Clapham Junction.
The Reading - Tonbridge line will be worked by seven Metropolitan Cammell
triple DMMU sets transferred to Reading from the Scottish Region, and one '3H .

unit. The journey time will be extended by about 12 minutes.
New inter-regional trains will be: 0744 and 2330 (both daily) Manchester

Piccadilly to Brighton; and 0907 and 1507 (both Sundays excepted) and 0906
and 1630 (both Sundays only) Brighton to Manchester Piccadilly. On Sundays
from 7 October 1979 trains will run to and from Gatwick Airport, as the line will

be closed for engineering work between Three Bridges and Haywards Heath, and
apart from the inconvenience of reversing locomotive-hauled trains at Littlehampton
or Ford, class 47s are banned on the Mid-Sussex line.

On Saturdays from 19 May to 29 September there will be a train at 0830 from
Brighton to Bristol Temple Meads, returning at 1215.
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STATIONS, TRACK AND SIGNALLING

West Hampstead Midland: Re-signalling of the St Pancras - Bedford line, in
connection with electrification, includes provision for services from the Southern
Region via Blackfriars and Farringdon to terminate at West Hampstead.
Canterbury West: The up and down main lines through the station and associated
signalling were taken out of use on 3 December.
Robertsbridge: On 5 November Riverhill level crossing box was abolished. The
barriers are now supervised by means of CCTV from Robertsbridge box.
Addiscombe: The station is currently being repainted.
London Bridge: The Central Division departure indicator was activated at the end
of November.
Victoria: The canopy over the Hudsons Place entrance has been dismantled, and
work is to start soon on the new Continental Travel Centre. The main departure
board makes reference to the "Railair Link" to Gatwick in connection with certain
trains, but the term "Rapid City Link" appears nowhere but on the trains themselves.
New Cross Gate: The girder bridge over the Grand Surrey Canal, that used to
carry the East London up spur to New Cross Gate and the Surrey Docks - Old Kent
Road line, was removed in October.
Penge West: Public address equipment and new electric clocks are being installed
at Penge West, Anerley and Forest Hill.
Crystal Palace: British Rail, the Victorian Society, the GLC and the London
Borough of Bromley have formed a working party to investigate ways of preserving
Crystal Palace station. It is a listed building, but most of the structure is no
longer required for railway operating purposes. Last year BR were prosecuted for
demolishing the roof of the North Tower without Listed Building Consent, but were
acquitted on the grounds that the work was carried out in the interests of safety.
East Croydon: The British Railways No2 Bill 1978 includes provision for the
acquisition of land at East Croydon for the purpose of widening the railway. An
enlarged W.H. Smiths shop has opened, occupying the space of the former greengrocers and the old bookstall.
Redhill: The up main home signal has been replaced by a colour light. Star Lane
signal-box, on the Quarry Line, was abolished on 5 November.
Balcombe: Balcombe Tunnel signal-box was abolished during the week ending 28
October, and control of all points and signals has been transferred to Three Bridges

box.
Littlehampton: The station is to be wholly rebuilt in 1980.
Bank: Off peak all trains are to use platform 2, instead of platform 1 as previously.
This is because platform 2, which is the one where the railway tunnel continues
north-eastwards for a short distance, has better facilities to combat an over-run.
Waterloo: Waterloo West Crossovers between the Windsor and Main lines were
renewed between 21 October and 26 November. 685 sleepers, 6200 yards of rail
and 17000 rail fastenings were replaced.
New Maiden: Malden Crossing box was abolished on 7 December and control of
the barriers transferred to New Malden box. The crossing is supervised by CCTV.
Ashtead: Ashtead level crossing was similarly treated at the end of November,
CCTV control being from Leatherhead box.
Staines: The British Railways No2 Bill 1978 also includes provision for the
construction of a new railway at Staines, to link the Western Region Staines West
branch with the Southern's Windsor branch. This will allow the M25 motorway to
be built across the Staines West branch without a bridge being provided.
Reading: On 16 August a ten year programme of replacing 304 oil circuit breakers
in substations was completed. Last to go was high voltage feeder No 241 at
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Reading substation. The original circuit breakers were supplied by the ASEA
Company in the 1930s, and were life expired. The new circuit breakers were
manufactured by GEC, and will accept much greater loads. The project has cost
£1.2 millions.
Portsmouth Harbour: A new layout was brought into use on 16 October, following
a three-day full possession of the station area. This is illustrated below. The
new layout eliminates the two single slip crossovers that used to form part of

the station throat, but scope for parallel moves of trains in and out of the station
has been reduced. While the station was closed for remodelling lighting cables
were renewed and some repainting carried out.

Isle of Wight: The up line between Sandown and Brading has recently been
re-laid. There had been proposals to single this section of line, involving removal
of the up line, so it would seem that this project has been shelved.

The signal-

box and up platform at Shanklin are to be abolished, eventually.
Eastleigh: On 8 October the facing connection from the up fast line to Eastleigh

Works was removed. Access from the Works and diesel depot is now via the
down platforms, which are signalled for reversible working.
Southampton: It appears that the Northam curve will be realigned to pass to the
south of Northam Junction substation, and the main line will follow an

alignment considerably to the east of its present one between Northam Junction
and Mount Pleasant Crossing.
Brockenhurst: The new layout was introduced, and Lymington Junction box

abolished, on 19 October. The Lymington branch is worked under tokenless
block arrangements with only one train allowed on the branch at a time. (if
diesel trains were banned from the branch the deficiencies of the power supply
would probably provide sufficient safety precautions - the modern equivalent of
"one engine in steam"!) The new layout is illustrated below.
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Station Signs: The pink and blue lavatory signs at Norwood Junction have been
removed, and the lettered light covers at Chatham have been replaced by plain
ones. Strip lights at Chichester and Redhill are also lettered with the station
name (LR 45, p 179 refers). There is still an SR concrete nameboard at the
north and of the down platform at Kew Bridge, Another minor variety is white
enamel with black sans-serif lettering, rather similar to London Transport's
"Johnstone" typeface. There are a few signs of this type on platform 5 at New
Cross Gate,
LATE NEWS

The windows of '4Vep' 7755 have been modified The quarter lights are
removed, and windows comprise one sheet of glass only. This arrangement is
the same as that on suburban DMMU cars and certain types of a.c. electric
multiple-units, such as classes 304 and 305. The '4Veg' units are to be
given a special "Gatwick Airport" livery, involving rather more than cantrail
tape, and tartan seat upholstery.
In connection with the recently authorised Brighton Line re-signalling, the
lines between Coulsdon North and Windmill Bridge Junction are to be
re-designated. The fast lines (the eastern pair) will become the slow lines, and
vice versa. Thus the Quarry Line will become a direct continuation of the fast
lines. The terminal lines at Coulsdon North will be connected to the Tattenham
Corner branch, to enable Coulsdon North trains to run to/from the slow lines
without crossing the fast lines on the level. A flyover will be built at Windmill
Bridge Junction to avoid confliction between fast London Bridge trains and slow
trains. Construction of this flyover is the "widening of the railway at East
Croydon" referred to in the British Railways No 2 Bill 1978.
CORRIGENDA
LR 45, p 175 The ECS working with Pullman Car from Clapham Yard to
Brighton ran on 3 October, and called at all station from
Haywards Heath.
p176
It is more likely that the Ramsgate 'Cep' that is inspected at
Brighton depot on Monday will work down on the 2220 from
Victoria on Friday rather than Sunday.
p178 The diagram of Battersea Pier Junction is incorrect in that there
is no connection from the up through to what was the up local
line at the top of Grosvenor Bank.
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